George Rescues Those In Need
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ow in its 13th season,
“George to the Rescue”
has completed more
than 150 rescues for families
and organizations in need.
Lead by the shows’ star,
George Oliphant, crews work
with local families to help
improve their quality of life
through dramatic home renovations.
A resident of New Jersey,
Oliphant
chooses
rescues
that are within three hours of
Rockefeller Center in Manhattan. “There’s a high population
of families and people [in that
area],” he said. “It allows us
to help facilitate people who
have great needs. There’s such
a dichotomy between rich and
poor.”
In the mix of families and
organizations they help are
people with disabilities, many
of whom are living in inaccessible homes.
One such family that was
recently chosen for a renovation was the Koltun family in
Plainview, N.Y. When 21-yearold college student, Rebecca
Koltun was injured in a ski ac-

cident, which left her a quadriplegic her parents, Scott and
Audrey Koltun realized their
multi-level home could not accommodate Rebecca, who was
now using a motorized wheelchair.
The TV show brought the
Koltun home into ADA compliance, so the family could bring
Rebecca home after rehab.
“ ‘George to the Rescue’s
renovation of my home was
completely life-changing,” said
Rebecca Koltun. “My accident
was clearly a very catastrophic
event to happen to my family.
However the fact that we were
able to get a beautiful renovation by George has made the
entire experience a little less
daunting.
“For me, simply put, “George
to the Rescue” allowed my family to move back home, said
Rebecca’s father Scott Koltun.
They turned an inaccessible
house into an accessible one.
For that we are forever grateful.”
Among the businesses that
helped with the Koltun rescue
was long-time Able advertiser
Alpha Care Supply that helped
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with the installation of an elevator that allows Rebecca to
join her family on an upper
floor.
“It was heart-warming for
our team to be involved in a
project such as this as our contribution, however small, was
immediate and added to the
overall quality of life for Rebecca and the Koltun family,”
said Alpha’s Managing Partner Chung Lee.
The show has a small materials budget and rescues
are made possible because of
significant donations and dis-

er outdoor renovations for
Camp Anchor in Lido Beach,
L.I.; a teen center for Madison
Square Boys and Girls Club
Navy Yard in Brooklyn; and
a work space and office for
Brittany’s Baskets of Hope.
Brittany, a woman who has
Down syndrome supplies baskets for babies born with the
syndrome to help new parents
adjust.
A personable, friendly guy
who loves to do demolition,
Oliphant gets involved with
the back stories. “This is more
than a home improvement
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counts of other labor and materials. Contractors, decorators, volunteers and suppliers
– usually local – come together
to facilitate these rescues.
“Establishing a strong reputation, supporting deserving
people and providing a meaningful experience for our contributors is Key,” said NBCUniversal spokesperson Andrew
Bank. “Projects wouldn’t be
possible without major support
from local build and design experts and suppliers.”
Among other rescues the
show tackled, that included
people with disabilities, were
a Mini Golf Course and oth-

show. It’s a human interest
show,” he said.
Oliphant said he realizes
that people who become disabled find it’s not easy to move.
He will do anything he can to
keep people in their homes and
acknowledges the people who
help.
“I don’t think there is another city where I could do
what I can do here,” said Oliphant. “New Yorkers love to
help their neighbors. They will
show up to work and get the
job done at a high level.”
“George to the Rescue”
airs on NBC, Peacock and is
streaming online.

